2018 FR Community Meetings

- February 1st - Updates and Implementation Discussion (Notes)
- March 1st - Survey Results and "What is a Facility Registry - Part 1"? (Recording & Notes)
- March 29th - Mark Herringer from Healthsites.io (Recording & Notes)
- April 26th - Scott Teesdale - "What is a FR - Part 2"? (Notes)
- May 24th - Diao Diallo (JSI) - "The Design Considerations of the Master Facility Registry in Guinea" (Notes)
- June 21st - Dr. Jackson Ilangali - Hospital Info App
- July 19th - John Spencer (UNC/MEASURE) - SQUAD Tool (Notes)
- August 16th - Cristina de la Torre & Olivia Velez (ICF) - MFL Facilitator Guide (Notes - Slides)
- September 13th - Reconciliation Tools for Facility Data (IntraHealth)
- October 11th - GOFR Review - Nils Fraiser (PATH)
- November 15th - Community Goals And Concept Generation (All)
- December 13th - No Meeting